Open Our Eyes, Lord

Words and Music by ROBERT CULL

Arranged for Solo Piano by Carol Tornquist

LEVEL — Intermediate to Moderate

PERFORMANCE TIME (approx.) — 1:15

SUGGESTIONS FOR USE — Meditation, Communion, Prayer Time, Transition, Interlude

ARRANGER NOTES — This minute-long arrangement was created for use during worship services when a short piece of 'background' music is needed (especially during the Easter season). The category: MINUTE MUSIC features familiar melodies which tie in either to a season of the church year (Lent, Easter, Christmas, etc.) or a service/sermon theme (faith, missions, God’s love, etc.). An optional repeat is included when a longer instrumental meditation is needed. (NOTE: the approx. performance time does not include a repeat.)

Demo MP3 also available.
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Open Our Eyes, Lord

(A Prayer Meditation)

Words and Music by ROBERT CULL
Arranged by Carol Tornquist

Slowly, with reverence

E7(b9)  Am9  Am  D9

D7(b9)  Cm  G  Em

Em  Cmaj9  Am7  Am7  D

D9  Cm6  G  Em7
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E7(b9)  Am9  Am7

D9  D7(b9)  Cm

G  Em  Em D

Cmaj9  Am7  E♭ G  

molto rit.

F A  G  (Repeat to top as needed.)